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language planning have r�oog .rt� ed the need for
pi;,p\u ar��upport if government language policies are to be imple
mented.. This recognition is evident, for example, in the components
ofJ anguage planning enumerated by Einar Haugen (Langi.lage, 1966:
18 and Dialect, 1966) and by Joshua A. Fishman et al. , (19'11:293,
299�302); but, as the. latter also caution, 'The entire process. of
impi��entation has been .least frequently st ud i ed in prior inve�;�ti
gations ()f,language planning' (Fi.S�man et al. 1971:299)
. , Mass, i,ttitudes. can be viewed as pl.aying two crucial roles �n the
implem�tation of language planning. First, in all situations, mass
attitude!$ will have a.n effect on the degree to which policies c�ling
for chaages in mass. language behavior are implemented, once
adopted-by goverm.nental authorities. And second, J.n certain situ
ations, mass .opinions will have an effect on the initial official
adoption of various language policies. Si tuat i ons of the latter s.ort
. presum�ly exi st whenever two conditions are fuifitie<4 (1) th�
coulltry is governed by competitively elected officials and has ll,tra,..
dition of respect for mass opinion� and (2) the issue o f langu ai e
policy ie one of the salient political iss ues discusse d by_ the mass
·media of the country at the time. Under these conditions there will
be maQ ·opinions on language policy, and these. opinions wl.ll have
so�e s·ipt.fi cant effect on policy adoption or nonad�pt ipn,
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2.

A

good example of

a

s ituation fulfilling these conditions is

con temporary Canada.

Governed at the federal and provincial levels
by legislatures constituted in multi-party elections, Canada has no
perenially d omi na nt party and by now has a tradition of competition

for popular s upport.

Generally considered a country in which eco

nomic class is a fa:trly unimportant political factor, Canada's

most

serious problem--and an inc reasi ngly serious one--from before its

confederation in 1867 until the present, h as been relations between

its t\\:o 'founding races' (Alford 1963:Chap. 5 and 9; Underhi ll 1964:
2 and 47). The quest for a public policy that would resolve host ilities
and grievances between English Canadians and French Canadians
reached such an in tensity in the 1960 s that the federal government
appointed and richly funded a Royal Commi s s ion on Bilingualism and
. Biculturalism. The mandate and th� subs equent recommendations of
the Commission both reflected and augmented public concern with an
unsatisfactory and i ll-defi ned linguistic regime, as well as a belief
that li nguis tic policies c o ul d indeed go far toward ameliorating_ Eng
lish-French rel at ions . If anything,, the mid - 1 960 s were the hi p.
point of preoccupation with linguistic engineering in Canada; for by
the en d of the decade the issue had escalated and sover eignty for a
state of Quebec, not j u l!{t equality for the Fr ench in Canada, was a
;eriously debated question.

·

•

Even if the aforementioned (and now disbanded) Ro ya l

Commission's

conciliatory reco mmendatio ns become casualties of the· renewed ten;,.
sion between Quebec s epar ati s m and E ngli sh Canadian backlash, tlw

Comm ission will have perform e d an undeni able an d enormous servi("t"
by the information and k no w l edge which it has genera ted ,

Considered

by some to have been a multi-million dollar pork barrel for the soctal.

sciences, th e Commission sponsored a total of 14 6 research projel'ts,

including case s tu dies, surveys, and histories, above and beyond its
own extensive hearin gs . 1 '1\Vo of the most potentially useful projects
were national sample surveys of the Can adian population, one of

adults (using interviews) an d the ot her of teenagers (using self
administered ques tion na ir es), conducted in May of 1965.
Unlike any· other survey ever con duct ed in any c oun try of which I
am aware,· these su rvey s comb i ned the follo wing characteristics:
(1) t hey reached large numbers of respondents, thus permitting

more refined analysis t han the usual simple fr e que �cy distri
butions and unc ontro lled cross-tabulations: the adult survey
returned 4; 071 com p leted schedules , and t he youth s u rvey

1, 365;

(2) they oversample d the r eg i ona l minorities heavily enough
to permit controlled analysis for these minorities (English

·
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l.ittebec, French

,.� a whole ;

(3) 1-h!<!y

co l lecte d

elsewhere ),

not

information about
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only for the pop ulati on

respondents' opi nio ns on a

.-�&.tantial range of language policy issues; and

14)

they collected consider abl e additiona l li ngu istic information

about the respondents, i ncluding their language backgro unds,
�?xper ien ces , c o mpetences , b ehaviors, and attitudes. In all,
tbe adult survey contains about 260 items of infor ma tio n , and
Use youth survey about 185, for eac h respondent.
Maar ca veats

are in order fo r him who would interpret or rely on
There are reasons to doubt the veracity of any verbal
interview or self - a dm in istere d questionnaire, in the first place.
There is also evidence that unsophisticated respondents are not
tel iable r eporte rs of the ir own linguis tic competence and b ehavio r .
And in addition , there is some reason to believe that the a dul t sur vey
responses were somewhat distorted in the co ding or punching pro
t.'f!&s. 2
But given the cur ren t ab senc e of alternatives , I shall not
bother you with complaints that the best is not good eno ugh . Rather
let us now, with appropriate caution, take one of the topics illumi
nated by these surveys and see what know ledge they can provide
thereon.

these

IIUrveys.

3. For argument's sake let us say that
explain the opinio n -o f a given individual on

there are two ways to
a

given

policy.

First, we

can subsume this fact (i. e. his opinion) under a gen era lization to the

effect that

the

s ame individual will have predictably different opinions

about poli c ies which differ in par ticular ways.
also explain an opinion on a policy

by

And

second, we

can

generalizations that different

individuals having particular different characteristics will also

differ
their opinions on p olic ies of a particular
type. The Hoyal Commission surveys permit us to explore how opin
. ions on lallR\J age policy diffe r , both across policies and across indi
in a predictable

f ashion

in

vidual�<.

In a truly bi pol a riz e d situation, pro posed language polic ie s would
be evaluate11 :tccording to t heir expected effect on the balance of
privil�es :tl1d b urde ns between the two groups, and each member of
·
one group \\·ould support all policies favoring it and oppose au poli
cies fa•urnuc the oth er group. Such situations have been de sc r ib e d
as e.xi.st1n� 111 numerous countries (Rabushka and She psle f or thcom ing );
but opinions ·;•;. language pol ic y in Canada, as revealed by the Royal
Commission a•tu.lt s urve y , definitely did not fit this pattern. Of the
proposed

vr

�gested policies enquired about, some were supported

overwhelmingi} ,

largely reject�<�

others received

mixed support ,

and others were

among tho s e who would presumably stand to lose
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from these policies if their effect on the Engl ish-Fren C' h bal:lnce of
forces were the guide .

The most consensual proposed concession among the Enji,I1Kh
Canadians was that of making the fe der al government al!Ces�tihie to
the people in

both

English and Frenc h .

This policy, if impl�mented,

would shift the status quo toward greater indulgence for spe11ke-rs of
French; but 81 per cent of the monol ingual English-speaking res po nd 
ents supported it.

3

Clo s e behind in pop ularity was the prop<l"H!!d

policy of teaching French to English -speak ing children in Cat!l�dian
schools , receiving support from 75 per cent of the monolingual
The same percentage supported the idea rhat it

E nglish speakers.
would be 'good'
spoke

both

(no

s anctions for noncompliance) .if all Canadlans

English and French.

Not all concess ionary policies were· consensually popul ar
English - speaking monolinguals, however.

among
to

Alth ough equal a c L-e s s

the federal government was willingly granted, only

53 per

cent

favored the policy of making English and French the off i c i al languages

of all the provincial governments,

of

And while three-fourths

the

monolingual English speakers were willing to have English - spe aking
chi!dren learn French in s chool, only 51 per cent agreed th a t persons
working in a company where the majority were French Canadian
should themselves learn French if they did not know it already. 4
Finally,

some proposed language policies offered c oncess ions l'.•

the speakers of French that o nl y a minority of monolingual
s pe ak ers were will ing to endorse.

E!ll'lisb

Just 26 per cent agreed that

English Canadians should speak French when they are in the
of Quebec.

JJrovim.-e

And access to service in French in stores, restaurants,

and other pu bl i c accommodations for French Canadians was con

sidered a j u s tified French Canadian want by only 16 per cent of the
English monolinguals.
Among the monoli ngu al English-speaking respondent s , then. sup,..

port f or conc.essionary language policies ranged from more than
three-fourths to under one-fourth.

The obligation to learn Fr e nch

was accepted m�st readi ly on behalf of the next generation and lea st

often

in situatio ns

( such

as inter - provincial travel) whez:e the respon

dents would see themselves disadvantaged.

And the right of French

speakers to be served in French was accord ed by
for the federal ·government , by
governments, and

accommodations.

by

a b out

a large majority
one-half for the pr ovinc ial .

only one-fourth for privately owned public

A similar pattern em erge s for monoli ngu a l Frenc h spea k e rs
vis-a- vis policies of concession to Englis h.

Given the nature of the

status quo, the spirit of the t i mes , and the policy orientations of the
Royal Commission, however, there is not

a

c o rre s ponding polk�· of

'
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Opinions of monolinguals on policies of language
learning using obligation.
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Percentage agreeing that:
A

"'

Your group' s children should learn the other language in
school.

B

=

C

=

Y our group's members should learn the other language i f
!host speak it at work.

Yo ur group's members should use the other language

when in any province where most speak it.
0

=

English monolinguals

0

=

French monolinguals

concession to Eng l ish mentioned for each question about a concession

to French.

The proposals for equal access to the federal government for,

adoption by provincial governments of , and the desirability of all
Canadi:1ns being able to speak, both languages were, from the point

of vie�· of French Cana dian s, .no concessions at all, so it is not s ur
prisil% thal these policies were favored by 98 per cent, 97 per cent,
and 99 per <.'ent of the monolingual F rench - speaking respondents,
respedi vely.

On the other hand, this finding is not trivial either.

Given the k�endary devotion of the French Canadian people to

la survivance, are we to suppose that the nearly unanimous b�?lief
in unhersaL Canadian bilingualism reflects an understanding, with

Lieber son, that bi l ingualism need not lead to assimilation?

son 1970:

(Lieber

Chap. ti-8),

The most 1.\'illingly accepted concessionary policy among the mono

lingual Fren.ch was that French-speaking children should learn English

in school, a proposal s upported by 96 per cent. Like their Englis h
s peaking counterparts, fewer approved the principle that employees
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not s peaking English s hould learn it if the majority in thet.r

company

was English Canadian; but the approval rate was still 88 per t'ent,

Fewer, but still 72 per cent, agreed that French Canadians should
speak English everywhere in Canada except Quebec.
As might be expected, both language groups, in their ft"eqUencies

of support, ranked these three proposed policies of languqe-learning
obligation in the same order. 5

But the differenceI[! in support for the

three policies were much greater among the speakers of Engll� than
among the speakers of French.

What is most interesting is that a

large majority of the French monolinguals were willing to accept
every one of the concessionary policies,

They exhibited the typical

response pattern not of a group in revolt, but of a subservient croup:
glad to greet any concessions from the dominant group, but also

willing to grant it a much more generous definition of justice than it
is willing to grant in return.
The policies which were agreed to· by large majorities of the
English speakers were als o agreed to by even larger majorities
those speaking French, but not vice versa,

of

This means that tbere

was subs tantial English-French consensus on at least some set

of

policies, including:

(1) that all citizens of Canada should be able to deal with the
federal government in either English or French, whichever
they choose;

(2) that English-speaking and French-speaking children should
be taught French and English, respectively, in school; and
(3) that all Canadians s hould (ideally) be able to s peak both
Englis h and French,
Thus the elements of this consensus include forms of both indh·sdual
bilingualism and state bilingualis m.

4.

Beyond this consensus, we have also discovered much dis

sensus--both within each language group and between the two groups.

e

Let us conclude by testing a couple of explanations for the differ nt
opinions held by different respondents on the same policies.

social analys is, of course, does just this, resorting to

Much

socioeconomic

status, religion, party affiliation, age, sex, and many other charac

o

teristics t

explain and predict opinions.

This brief report, however,

will examine (cursorily at that) just two out of the many such
that might be asked:

questions

they deal with language competence and wttb

ethnic environment,

II we define the language repertoire of an individual as the �et. of

all languages and language varieties in which he has any

co.nipetace,

plus the respective competcnces that he has in them, an analOIJOUB
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POLICY
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.�ep«: ,. ...,ggests itself
pt.<4ir,�· rct�Jertoire of an

in the realm of language policy.
individual could be

defined
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The language

as the set of all

la-t.f\�aa• policies on which he has any opinion, plus the respectivt!

c+�tnlotll<l

which he has on them.

The question then arises as to

wh"'tber the language repertoires and the language policy repertoires

or·

illdividuals tend to be associated.

b·

t�<.>th

yes and no.

And the answer to this question

Neglecting for the present purpose those few Canadians who speak

IW'Uher f:nglish nor French as a principal home language, we can
���.•·ate �.very respondent on some point of an English-French lin

pi:.ttic continuum.
English
J'rench..

as

On one end of this continuum are those speaking

a principal home language but having no competence in

On the other end are those with French as a· principal home

language but having no competence in English.
are

Thes e two extremes

almost the same as the groups earlier referred to as English and

1-'rench monolinguals, respectively. 6

Half-way between these ex

trt!mes are those who have both English and French as principal home
On either side of this midpoint, arrayed in order of their

languages.

C!Jmpetence. in the second language, are those who speak one of the

two as a principal home language and have some, but not native,
competence in the other.

If the respondents are ordered on such a continuum, there are
some policies receiving close to equal support from all points on it,
and other policies for which s upport varies markedly along the con

tinuum.
(1)

In general, two fair!� consistent patterns emerge.

Those policies which were largely consens ual among both
groups of monolinguals show only moderate or no variation
along the continuum, and the variation which does exist tends

to be confined to the half of the continuum where English is
i:ll

the home language,

Those policies on which either or both groups of monolinguals

�

�·ere split, or on whic

the two groups differed, s how s trong

�·,•dation along the continuum, and this variation tends to be
�nnotonic rather than peaked.

J-'ol' ,..·,ample, both monolingual groups were largely agreed that

it wouhi he good if all Canadians were bilingual.

On tl;le language

contillUtlrn, the percentage agreeing with this proposition ris es slowly

from H <:�the English-only end to 97 in the middle, and then remains
"
at betw�,.n 97 and 99 all across the French side. A similar pattern
exists f!;)!t' the policy of making citizen contact with the federal govern

ment J>Oii•&ble in either language.

On

more

continuum

di�isive issues, however, those

are

in

the

midpoint

of the

••lso closer to the middle of the support range, rather
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FIGURE 2,

Language repertoire and language policy repertoire.
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Policy Key:
Should be possible to deal with federal government. in
-' either English or French.
- - Good if all Canadians could speak English and French.
--- - English Canadians should speak French in Quebec.
French Canadians should be able to be served in French
in stores, etc.

than on the edge of a French opinion plateau. The most divisive
issues were over proposed policies that would force English speakers
to use (more than to learn) French, The percentage agreeing that
English Canadians should speak French when in Quebec rises sharply
from 26 per cent on the English extreme, through 46 per cent in the
bilingual middle, to 88 per cent on the French end. There is a simila

MASS
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steeper incline from 16 per cent through 50 per cent to 97
on the question of whether French Canadians are right in
wanting"to be served in French in public accommodations.
('( -these two patterns, the former is consistent with the findings
or earlier research on the same data, namely that while social and
t.-conomic 'activity' tends to vary more with second-language compe
tence in English among speakers of French than with competence in
1-'relll.'h among English-speakers, cultural 'attitudes' tend to be
a¥sociated with competence in exactly the opposite way (Pool 1971). 7
The second pattern, of steep monotonic variation, is significant in
that it fail� to reveal the presence of a distinct group of bilinguals
with separate policy interests. Given the speculation and findings
t-,f otber scholars about the 'linguistic schizophrenia' and other con
ttitions uniquely characterizing bilingual indivictuals, and given the
fa� that the Canadian surveys themselves reveal some other attitudes
on which bilinguals tend to respond one way and both English and
French monolinguals another way, the monotonic pattern found here
on language policy questions was not a foregone result. 8 We find,
then, that several language policies, especially those which arouse
disagreement between English and French Canadians, evoke con
siderable differences in support among those with different language
1·epertoires, most consistently among English speakers with differ
ent levels of competence in French.
This association between language repertoire and language policy
repertoire is of special import given the fact that language repertoire
is closely associated with ethnic environment. On the basis of what
has been found we must expect that, on an important selection of
language-policy issues, those who live amidst members of the other
language group are more likely to agree with policies benefiting that
group than are those living in comparatively segregated environments,
since those surrounded by members of the other language group are
more likely to have high competence in the other language.
This
expe<:tation is confirmed by the data.
If ,..e compare responses in polling districts where one-fourth or
less .-;{ the names on the electoral lists were French with responses
in di11tricts where three-fourths or more of the names were French,
we "�' that for almost every policy a larger proportion of the English
speaktms favored a pro-French policy in the high-French districts
than it� lbe low-French districts. Likewise, French-speaking re
spo�nts favored pro-English policies more frequently in bigh
Englistl rfistricts. The differences are, as one would expect,
espec1.111U)' strong for the dissensual policies, such as (for English
speaker.�� whether French Canadians should have a right to service
in Frenui:o in public accommodations.
e-ren

per cent
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If familiarity breeds contempt, the Royal Commission surveys do
not show it. Even on the question of whether English Canadians
should use French when in Quebec, a considerably higher percentage
of monolingual English speakers living in Quebec itself supported
this principle than of monolingual English speakers outside Quebec-·
in spite of the fact that those in Quebec who agreed with this policy
could easily be interpreted as declaring themselves personae non
gratae.
As opposed to a pattern of polarization in which those who live in
closest contact with other groups oppose them the most, the Canadian
pattern seems to be one of attitudinal buffering, at least on language
policy: those with the most irreconcilable policy opinions are geo
graphically the farthest removed from each other. This distribution
of mass opinions is undoubtedly an important asset to those, repre
sented by the Royal Commission, who hope to use creative language
planning to salvage coexistence in Canada.
NOTES
1 See the annotated list of studies in Appendix V of Report of the
Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism, vol. 1. 20112. The pr oducts of this work have been appearing under three serial
titles: Report, Studies, and Documents, respectively, of the Royal
Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism.
2See, e. g. Blalock 1970:4 7 -51; Fishman 1969:5-11; Fishman and
Terry 1969:636-50; Lieberson 1970:17-20; and Pool 1971:218-19.
The latter study is based on the same data but does not cons ider
attitudes toward language policy.
3 This and subsequent percentages are based on the total of those
giving definite answers. The sample has not been reweighted to pro
vide estimates of the responses that an unstratified random sample
would h!J.ve given, for reasons explained in Pool 1971:75-76, By
monolingual English speakers I refer to those whose principal home
language was ·English and claimed to speak no French.
4An additional 13 per cent agreed to such a principle if it were
limited to the province of Quebec.
5Such an identical ranking of concession types by the two groups
is a barrier, not an aid, to accommodation, because it makes log
rolling more difficult.

6Almost

because the two extreme p oints of the continuum are
here defined to include also those claiming two principal home lan
guages; English or French and some other language, a very small
group excluded definitionally from either of the 'monolingual' groups.
For a nother type of language continuum, based on perfor ma nce
rather than c ompet ence, see Meisel1970. My continuum, though
,·
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inu-1�.-ded as a ranker on competence, makes the assumption that thos e
spr.-.'l.);jag a langu age r egularl y at home are more competent in it than

oU••tr·� who claim fluency in it:

h en ce the distinction between 'native'
and ··�il(h' c ompet enc e in the continuum.
"
' This diffe re nce ,

tb�.t.

m

in turn ,

is reasonable in the li ght of the fact

Canada, Engl ish is learned more often out of

and French
I.an�loert.

out of 'integrati v e ' motive s.

'instrumental'

T his distinction is from

See Joh n s tone 1969:83-88.

��. e. g. Lambert 19fi7:105-08; Gal l agh e r 1968:144-45; and
P1-nl 1971:168.

Of course, a question a sk i ng whether bili ngua ls

sl\(,.�h:J be paid m o r e might well e l ic it a peaked r esp ons e patt ern.
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